Novel NFU1 Variants Induced MMDS Behaved as Special Leukodystrophy in Chinese Sufferers.
Multiple mitochondrial dysfunctions syndrome (MMDS) is an autosomal recessive disorder of systemic energy metabolism. This study is to present the diagnosis of two MMDS Chinese sufferers. Physical and auxiliary examination was performed. Next generation sequencing (NGS) was conducted to identify candidate causal genes and Sanger sequencing was adopted to validate the variants detected. Fluorescence quantitative polymerase chain reaction (FQ-PCR) amplification was carried out to testify allelic loss existence. Structural investigation was performed to study the possibility of the candidate variants for disease onset. Physical examination showed that the children were with neurological impairment. Auxiliary examination demonstrated energy metabolism disturbance and abnormal brain signals. NGS found that the probands had homozygous mutation of c.545 + 5G > A and compound heterozygous variants of exon 4 deletion and c.721G > T in NFU1, respectively. NFU1 was considered as candidate molecular etiology and indicating that the kids were with MMDS. Sanger sequencing confirmed the variants. FQ-PCR amplification characterized that patient 1 had a de novo allele mutation while patient 2 inherited from his parents. Structural investigation demonstrated that the variants were possible for MMDS occurrence. This is the first report of patients diagnosed as MMDS with novel mutation types from the Asia-Pacific region.